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Abstract―This research was conducted on a service 

company in Surabaya engaged in forwarder/ logistic using 

containers. Customers from this company spread in East Java, 

such as Surabaya, Sidoarjo, Gresik, and Mojokerto. The chosen 

export destination is exporting to the Middle East, such as Saudi 

Arabia and Qatar. The problem faced by the company is the 

selection of container vendors for shipping exports to the 

Middle East. There are 3 shipping container vendors that are 

often used for shipping to the Middle East, namely vendors A, 

B, dan C. This research uses the FGD method and Analytical 

Hierarchy Process (AHP) method. The FGD method is a 

method used to find answers to each problem through expert 

forums or discussion groups. This method will produce relevant 

criteria. This FGD method will be combined with the AHP 

method which has a good structure. This is evidenced by the 

matrices produced until a consistency test. AHP method can 

solve problems that have multi-criteria up to sub-criteria. 

Systematic criteria assessment with the first rank in a row until 

the last rank is the Quality (22.6%), Cost (22.4%), Time 

(18.3%), Bankruptcy (7.6%), Long-term Cooperation (6.9%), 

Order Fulfillment (6.1%), Company Profile (5.6%), Standard 

and Environmental Certification (5.4%), and Exploitation 

Contract (5.1%). The chosen vendor is vendor B has the highest 

priority (36.8%), then followed by vendor A is ranked second 

(33.9%), and the last is vendor C (29.3%).  

 

Keywords―Vendor Selection, Criteria, FGD Method, AHP 

Method, and Alternatives/Choices. 

I. INTRODUCTION1 

The company that became an object is a service 

company engaged in forwarders/logistics in Surabaya. 

Transactions in the export sector use containers as a 

shipping mode. The problem faced by companies is the 

selection of container vendors for export shipments to the 

Middle East. There are 3 shipping container vendors that 

are often used for shipping, namely Vendors A, B, and C. 

These vendors have offices in Surabaya. When customers 

order services, the marketing division does not have the 

best recommendation vendor. Coordination between the 

marketing division with the customer requires time that is 

not important. If the marketing division has the best one 

vendor, then the company's business process will be faster. 

Therefore it is necessary to hold research to make 

decisions about these problems. The method used is the 

method of Focus Group Discussion (FGD) and Analytical 
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Hierarchy Process (AHP). The FGD method is a method 

that produces decisions from joint discussions to reach 

consensus. This method will produce relevant criteria. This 

FGD method will be combined with the AHP method 

which has a good structure, this is evidenced by the 

resulting matrices to consistency test. AHP method is a 

method that can change qualitative data into quantitative 

data using questionnaires as a data retrieval medium. The 

data will then be processed as decision making from 

alternatives/choices that exist with the criteria used. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Focus Group Discussion(FGD) 
 
FGD is a method used to find answers to problems 

through expert forums or discussion groups. In the FGD, 

opinions from the experts involved must share opinions 

with the group. Some of the processes involved in the 

discussion are the presence of networks, knowledge, 

negotiations, relationship strengths, and learning processes 

[1]. Related experts or respondents are grouped into one 

group. This collection is done to improve the validity of the 

information that is the focus of the discussion [2]. The ideal 

indication of the FGD is that the severely involved experts 

control the information gathered and discussions that are 

conducive [3]. Analysis of the results of the FGD requires a 

considerable and often relative time. These results are 

usually "broad and innovative" [4]. 

B. Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) 

The AHP method can solve complex problems by 

making hierarchies, those who are concerned (experts) 

provide an assessment based on considerations that make a 

variable a priority or not. This method can combines the 

power of logic and feel concerned in various problems, 

then synthesize considerations into suitable results as 

presented in the considerations that have been made [5]. 

AHP method is used to scale the ratio of both discrete 

and continuous pairing comparisons. These considerations 

can be taken from the actual size or from the scale that 

reflects the strength of relative feelings and preferences. 

Special attention to the AHP method lies in deviations from 

consistency. This AHP method is often found in decision 

making with many criteria, prediction/planning, 

determining priorities of strategies, and allocation of 

resources. The AHP method helps translate rational and 

irrational intuition into uncertainties in complex settings[6]. 



 

 

 

1) Principles of Hierarchy Preparation 

The principles of arranging hierarchy are hierarchical 

description and problem solving, by becoming separate 

elements in solving problems, this is realized through more 

detailed knowledge of complex thoughts in the main 

elements. The lower hierarchy description intends to obtain 

measurable criteria [7]. 

2) Principles of Decision Assessment 
Assessment is done by comparing the elements below to 

the elements above, for example, is the assessment of 
criteria for the objectives achieved and the assessment of 
alternatives to the criteria formulated [5].  

The paired assessment carried out is guided by 

prioritizing elements with pairwise comparisons. The 

following are provisions that are guidelines [5]. 

3) Principles of Logic Consistency 

To get the CR value, a systematic calculation is 

performed. Following are the steps to calculate the CR 

value [5]: 

1. Looking for eigenvalue vector or relative weight, by 

multiplying the results of the sum of weights with the 

average weight produced. 

2. Looking for the matrix value (λmaks), this value is the 

average value of the eigenvector previously obtained. 

3. Calculate the value of the Consistency Index (CI) for 

each matrix n using the formula: 

CI = (λmaks-n)/(n-1) (3) 

4. Calculating the value of Consistency Ratio (CR) with 

the formula: 

CR = CI/RI (4) 

Where RI is the value of the Random Index matrix. This 

value can be obtained from Table 2 value of Random 

Index(RI). 

 

 
Figure 1. Hierarchy Illustration 

 

TABLE 1. 

PRIORITIZING ELEMENTS WITH PAIRWISE COMPARISONS 

Interest level Definition Explanation 

1 Both elements are equally important. The contribution of the two elements is as large as the goal. 

3 One element is slightly more important than other elements 
Experience and assessment are a bit more supportive of one 
element than others 

5 One element is slightly more important than other elements 
Experience and assessment strongly support one element 
compared to another. 

7 One element is very important compared to other elements One element is very dominant compared to other elements 

9 
One element is absolutely important compared to other 

elements 

One element proved to be very high in importance compared to 

other elements. 

2,4,6,8 Values between two considerations are close together Compromise value between 1,3,5,7,9 

Reciprocal ɑji = 1/ɑij 
If element i has one number above when compared toelement j, 
then j has the opposite value when compared to element i. 

 

TABLE 2. 

VALUE OF RANDOM INDEX (RI) 

Sequence of Matrices 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

(RI) 0 0 0.58 0.9 1.12 1.24 1.32 1.41 1.45 1.49 



 

 

 

TABLE 3. 
PREVIOUS RESEARCH 

No. Researcher Title Method Results 

1 Deng et al 
(2014) 

Supplier Selection Using AHP 
Methodology 

D-AHP Number D is a new representation that is considered appropriate 
and effective from uncertain information. The D-AHP method can 

solve the problem of choosing suppliers on classic issues 

2 Alikhani, 
Torabi and 

Altay, (2019) 

Strategic Supplier Selection Under 
Sustainability and Risk Criteria 

Fuzzy and 
DEA model 

The real case shows the efficiency of the  application of the 
proposed framework The results show that consideration of 

sustainability criteria and risk factors is the right decision 

3 Xiao, Chen and 

Li, (2012 

An Integrated Fuzzy Cognitive MAP 

(FCM) and Fuzzy Soft Set for Supplier 
Selection Problem Based on Risk 

Evaluation Hierarchy Process (AHP) 

FCM and 

AHP 

The method does not only consider the adverse effects of the 

criteria, but also considers the uncertainty of the decision. At the 
end of this study, the selection of suppliers considers risk factors to 

show the level of effectiveness. 

5 Jumandono and 

Singgih (2019) 

Selection of Shipping Container 

Vendors Used Analytical Hierarchy 
Process (AHP) Method 

FGD and 

AHP 

Selection of shipping container vendors can be completed by a 

combination of FGD and AHP methods. FGD method for 
formulating assessment criteria and AHP methods to determine the 

end of vendor selection. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 
 
This study uses a combination of Focus Group 

Discussion (FGD) and Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) 

methods. The diagram in Figure 2 is the research design. 

This research uses the FGD method and Analytical 

Hierarchy Process (AHP) method. The FGD method is a 

method used to find answers to each problem through 

expert forums or discussion groups. This method will 

produce relevant criteria. This FGD method will be 

combined with the AHP method which has a good 

structure. This is evidenced by the matrices produced until 

a consistency test. AHP method can solve problems that 

have multi-criteria up to sub-criteria. 

 

 
Figure 2. Research Flow Diagram. 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

A. FGD Method 

The FGD method was conducted to bring together the 

opinions of experts. Opinions processed using the FGD 

method are to determine the criteria used in the assessment. 

This analysis is also carried out to eliminate criteria that 



 

 

 

should not be included in the assessment. In addition to the 

selection criteria or the main criteria, there are sub-criteria 

that are also assessed in this study. 

TABLE 4. 

FINALLY RESULTS ON FGD METHOD 

No Criteria 

1 Cost 

2 Time 

3 Long-term Cooperation 

4 Quality 

5 Company Profile 

6 Contract Exploitation 

7 Standard and Environmental Certification 

8 Order Fullfilment 

9 Bankruptcy 

10 Capabilities Technology Administration 

1.1 Transportation Cost 

1.2 Cost Negotiation 

1.3 Promo 

2.1 Ontime Delivery 

2.2 Speed of Delivery Time 

3.1 Trust 

3.2 Information Conformity 

3.3 Comitment 

4.1 Container Quality 

4.2 Stability in Container Quality 

5.1 Facility 

5.2 Financial Status 

5.3 Transaction History 

10.1 Ease of Administration 

10.2 Technology Inovation 

10.3 Time of Administration Process 

The reason for the reduction in the Administrative 

Technology Ability criteria according to experts is that so 

far the company has not experienced problems from 

managing documents with any vendor. Reduction of Promo 

sub criteria on Cost criteria according to experts in the 

technical field of the vendor party never gives a promo. 

Reduction of Container Quality Stability criteria for several 

reasons experts does not need to be included because it is 

sufficiently represented by Quality. Finally, the sub-criteria 

of Transaction History is discharged. The Sub Criteria do 

not affect the research because in determining the vendor 

the company has never seen transaction history. 

Discussions and iterations have reached the final stage. 

B. AHP Method 

The first step in the AHP method stage is to determine 

the hierarchy of problems. This hierarchy is the first 

reference in determining the next step. The hierarchy 

arrangement consists of Objectives, Criteria, Sub Criteria, 

and Alternatives or Options. The following is a hierarchical 

arrangement in which is assisted by expert choice v11 

software. Entering data from each expert is adjusted to the 

questionnaire that has been filled. After everything is filled 

up to the vendor, it is united in the final concept. Selected 

vendors are vendor B has the highest priority with value 

(36.8%), then followed by vendor A ranked second with 

(33.9%), and the last is vendor C with value (29.3%). 

Criteria Assessment also provides data systematically with 

the first rank in a row until the last rank is Quality criteria 

with a value (22.6%), Cost criteria with a value (22.4%), 

Time criteria with a value (18.3%), Bankruptcy criteria 

with a value (7.6%), Long-term Cooperation criteria with a 

value (6.9%), criteria for Order Fulfillment with a value 

(6.1%), criteria for a Company Profile with a value (5.6%), 

Standard and Environmental Certification criteria with a 

value (5.4%), and finally the Exploitation Contract criteria 

with a value (5.1%). 

V. CONCLUSION 

1. Criteria and sub criteria used are derived from previous 

research, there are [8]–[17]. The research includes 

vendor selection and supplier selection. 

2. Selection of criteria using the Focus Group Discussion 

(FGD) method is the right method to unite the opinions 

of experts. The FGD method can provide definite 

information on what experts have thought before 

starting the assessment. 

3. The criteria that have been reducing the criteria for 

Ease of Administrative Technology. Sub-criteria that 

have been reducing are Promo (Cost), Stability of 

Container Quality (Container Quality), and Transaction 

History (Company Profile). 

4. Selected vendors are vendor B has the highest priority 

with value (36.8%), then followed by vendor A ranked 

second with (33.9%), and the last is vendor C with value 

(29.3%). Criteria Assessment also provides data 

systematically with the first rank in a row until the last 

rank is Quality criteria with a value (22.6%), Cost criteria 

with a value (22.4%), Time criteria with a value (18.3%), 

Bankruptcy criteria with a value (7.6%), Long-term 

Cooperation criteria with a value (6.9%), criteria for Order 

Fulfillment with a value (6.1%), criteria for a Company 

Profile with a value (5.6%), Standard and Environmental 

Certification criteria with a value (5.4%), and finally the 

Exploitation Contract criteria with a value (5.1%). 
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